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Photo Book Award

If you have a specific series or a cohesive selection of work

that you want to turn into a book, we want to see it!

Learn more

Call to Submit: “Array”
Photo & Art Features
Submit single images to be featured alongside the work of

other artists and photographers as a group feature.

Learn more
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A series of self portraits by San Francisco-based artist Jamie L. Luoto.

“I Believe in Ghosts” is a deeply personal exploration of the

aftermath of sexual assault and repeated sexual trauma. The work is

an attempt to articulate the depth to which these acts of violence — as well as

the accompanying dismissal, disbelief, and shaming — impact individuals.

Manipulating a classic European style, Luoto reframes the spectacle of visual

pleasure to beguile and entrap the viewer in a manner akin to the inescapability

of living in a body haunted by what was done to it:

“I believe in ghosts. I believe those who weren’t and won’t be believed. I see the ghosts

that haunt us…. In these works I explore my psyche and experience with complex

post-traumatic stress disorder (C-PTSD), blurring the line between external

presentation and internal reality to bring to light the unseen injuries of sexual trauma

that invade and haunt mind and body. Symptoms such as flashbacks, nightmares,

dissociation, and intrusive thoughts and images are suggested using mirrors, portraits

within portraits, and phallic forms, such as condoms and erect sheets, which

materialize as ghosts throughout the work. At times the ghosts’ presence takes on a

swarm-like quality, suggesting a looming threat. Felines act as familiars; bearing

witness and embodying the subject’s emotional state.”

Jamie Luoto is one of 60 artists and photographers featured in our latest book,

Care. She will also be exhibiting work with Kristin Hjelleg jerde Gallery this year,

including 2 of the pieces that appear in our book. See more from “I Believe in

Ghosts” below.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jamie L. Luoto’s Website

Jamie L. Luoto on Instagram
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“Aparte” by Artist Adrian
Geller
15.03.24 — STAFF

  

A selection of images from Adrian Geller’s most recent exhibition

with Super Dakota in Brussels. Geller is a Swiss artist currently

based in Paris. His paintings often feel pulled from folklore and

legendary tales of heroes traveling through re-imagined worlds both familiar yet

detached from our own. Similar to the way in which we navigate environmental

crises in disparate ways, the relationship between Geller’s human subjects and

the natural world that surrounds them does not always appear entirely consistent

or symbiotic. Geller’s poetic statement for the show:

“When earthly silence invades the stage, lights bright on vain actors’ game,

they burn out whites of rosy skin when they look up and out on sinking tides.

And falling leaves of yellowed vines stare out of comfort and beauty’s eyes.

In deeply troubled and unsettled time, a filling thought invades one’s mind.

The thought of speaking, nonetheless, to living, rotten tenderness.

The leaves decaying under silvery frost, smell of remorse and loss of trust.

As the scream of jays in oaks, hollow sounds and revolting thoughts

Thus makes us think of helpless cries, of children, untamed and wild,

battling nature’s cruel affray, different kinds, like a wave of sine, dead and alive,

populations of angels and devils decline. A speech, quiet in volume but loud in

thought, spills over the edge of a sweet little cup, and burns over the spectators’ row

of the makeshift marionette show.

Apart from all that, you and I, eye to eye, under water and over ice

Rely on flickering bursts of links in the night,

The bird, to speak in heavenly rhymes,

The cat, to talk in mystery lines,

The fish, to never talk at all

And the river, to swash us over,

Once and for all.”

See more images from “Aparte” below.
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